
Craig David, Obvious (feat. Muni Long)
We started off as just casual
A little fun you know what I'm saying
Some days we'd spend the whole afternoon
We'd catch a vibe and do it again
Let me be honest keep it real for a minute
You'd call me up
We be making love almost anywhere
Who would have known that we were both catching feelings
Thought we were falling that's the truth
It's about you and me
Let's get back to how it all started
Just how it used to be
I don't know why we even parted, matter fact
I know your living for the moment (yeah)
But then again maybe you're just avoiding (yeah)
It's kinda hard cos I don't know what you want, yeah
It's like every time I look
It's like there's my baby
I see you with him
You know it hurts like crazy
Girl, I know that were still in love
You're tryna' make me jealous
It's obvious
Feelin' like I can't even call you lately
The way that you've been acting
How can you blame me
Tellin' your friends that we've broken up
But I can tell you don't believe that
It's Obvious
Obvious oh no
It's almost like you don't respect my decision
And you want me to ask for your permission
Oh, I told you how I feel
You never listen
And even what you think some sex and Hennessy can fix it
Our lives a lie
Even lies of omission
You never answer the phone around me
And you wonder why I'm suspicious
I made my decision
What are you not comprehending
It's about you and me
Let's get back to how it all started
Just how it used to be yeah
I don't know why we even parted
Matter fact
I know your living for the moment (yeah)
But then again maybe you're just avoiding (oh yeah)
It's only hard cos I don't know what you want, yeah
You keep calling me up
But I'm not your baby
Trying to make it work
But it hurts like crazy
Boy we use to be so in love
But you're so narcissistic
It's obvious
I don't know why you calling me so much lately
The way that you been acting
How can you blame me
For telling all my friends that we broken up
We never getting back together
It's obvious
Don't you remember girl how good it was back when we first started
(When we first started, yeah)



That's why I'm tripping every time I see you with him
Real talk (that's real talk baby)
I've been hoping somewhere deep inside of you that
You still think of me
But if I've got this wrong
Who am I to disagree, oh
It's like every time I look
It's like there's my baby
I see you with him
You know it hurts like crazy
Girl, I know that we're still in love
You're tryna' make me jealous
It's obvious
I don't know why you calling me so much lately
The way that you been acting how can you blame me
For telling all my friends that we broken up
We never getting back together
It's obvious
Ohh
It's like every time I look
It's like there's my baby
I see you with him
You know it hurts like crazy
Girl, I know that we're still in love
You're tryna' make me jealous
It's obvious
I don't know why you calling me so much lately
The way that you been acting
How can you blame me
For telling all my friends that we broken up
We never getting back together
It's obvious
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